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One Love Revolution 
Written by Joey Avalos, Rob Beckley, Lester Estelle Jr, Noah Henson, Michael “Kalel” 
Wittig 

Open your mind and eyes and realize-- time to switch it up now pay attention, recognize 
We need each other, like a slipper needs a Cinderella, 
To fight this fight against the biggest, baddest, mad gorilla 
Warfare, no time to spare, when there’s so many people in this world, in deep despair 
You see, we could be, what this world really needs, and give love freely, become family. 



One love, One name, let’s come together 

Its a one-love revolution 
Full proof solution 
To end all the senseless tragedies 
A one-love revolution 
Fight the pollution 
Take a stand and let love win. 

This is our time to rise and be the ones 
take a chance and risk it all for the sake of love 
We got to fight it, separate from all the hate, unite us 
Together we can make this world better, less divided 
Warfare no time to spare when there so many people in this world, in deep despair 
You see, we could be what this world really needs, give love freely, become family. 

One love, One heart, no shame 
One love, One heart, One name 

Its a one-love revolution 
Full proof solution 
To end all the senseless tragedies 
A one-love revolution 
Fight the pollution 
Take a stand and let love win. 

Stand up, stand out, stand strong, lets stand forever 
One love, one name, one song, lets fight together 
(One Love) 
Stand up, stand out, stand strong, lets stand forever 
One love, one name, one song, lets fight together  

Its a one-love revolution 
Full proof solution 
To end all the senseless tragedies 
A one-love revolution (one love) 
Fight the pollution 
Take a stand and let love win. 



Disconnect 
Written by Rob Beckley, Lester Estelle Jr, Noah Henson, Stacy Hogan, Michael “Kalel” 
Wittig 

there's so much static in the atmosphere 
so symptomatic of a world unclear 
system failure – time to improvise 
our lives our changing right before our eyes 

this line is not secure 
halt all communication 
the message has been lost 
drowning in this information  

Somewhere in the silence I could hear what you said 
close your eyes, take a breath, clear your mind, disconnect 
rise above the noise, hear the truth instead 
close your eyes, take a breath, disconnect disconnect 

they'll keep igniting till the sky is bright 
they'll keep us fighting every day and night 
system crash – no time to compromise 
a war within, when will we realize 

this line is not secure 
halt all communication 
the message has been lost 
drowning in this information  

Somewhere in the silence I could hear what you said 
close your eyes, take a breath, clear your mind, disconnect 
rise above the noise, hear the truth instead 
close your eyes, take a breath, disconnect disconnect 

disconnect the pain 
disconnect the lies they put inside my brain 
disconnect the dots, disconnect the pain 
disconnect the lies they put inside my brain 



Nails 
Written by Rob Beckley, Lester Estelle Jr, Noah Henson, Michael “Kalel” Wittig 

I can feel my heart beating 
With a pulse that is not my own 
I can hear myself breathing  
a breath that brings life to bones 

In the valley of the walking dead 
There is life there is more unsaid 
If I never surrender I’ll never remember  
The tie between life and death 
Cause I die to myself every chance that I get 
There’ll be no more regret 

Everyday I put another nail in my 
Another nail into my coffin 
Everyday I put another nail in it 
I don’t care cause I’m the one swinging 
Oh Oh Oh 
I don’t care cause I’m the one swinging 
Oh Oh Oh  
Its not about me Its not about me No! 

I can see myself standing  
My reflection is not who I was 
I can feel my soul stranded 
In a place that I want to be lost 

In the valley of the walking dead 
There is life there is more unsaid 
If I never surrender I’ll never remember  
The tie between life and death 
Cause I die to myself every chance that I get 
There’ll be no more regret 

Everyday I put another nail in my 
Another nail into my coffin 
Everyday I put another nail in it 
I don’t care cause I’m the one swinging 



Oh Oh Oh 
I don’t care cause I’m the one swinging 
Oh Oh Oh  
Its not about me Its not about me No! 

From your breath I see the light 
It gives me strength to face the fight 
When you speak the time is right 
You can speak these bones back to life  

Everyday I put another nail in my 
Another nail into my coffin 
Everyday I put another nail in it 
I don’t care cause I’m the one swinging 
Oh Oh Oh 
I don’t care cause I’m the one swinging 
Oh Oh Oh  
Its not about me Its not about me No! 

I’m the one swinging 

 
We Ride 
Written by Rob Beckley, Lester Estelle Jr, Noah Henson, Michael “Kalel” Wittig 

When the sky begins to break  
and the thunder calms the pain 
We'll see fire in his eyes  
when confusion starts to reign 
And all our tears will be dried from our eyes 

In the end we will make our stand  
we will be there hand-in-hand together  
together we will ride  
and when it all goes down  
and the mayhem's all around  
we will fight together together  
we will ride 



As the battle rages on  
they'll be hell for some to pay 
(Hell to pay) 
And every king from in our day  
will be made to say the name 
and all their fears will fade 

In the end we will make our stand  
we will be there hand-in-hand together  
together we will ride  
and when it all goes down  
and the mayhem's all around  
we will fight together  
together we will ride 

Revelation 6:8 
But we 
We ride with the one on the white horse  

In the end we will make our stand  
we will be there hand-in-hand together  
together we will ride  
and when it all goes down  
and the mayhem's all around  
we will fight together  
together we will ride 

Shooting Star 
Written by Rob Beckley, Lester Estelle, Noah Henson, and Michael “Kalel” Wittig 

Time after time when we were young 
We thought we would live til forever 
When days were long we lived without fear 
We thought it was ours to conquer 

Cause You are a shooting star 
And we will wait for You to light the sky 
And when it starts to rain 
We’ll wait it out until the clouds break  
And see the light 



No wasting time worried about 
How we will get through tomorrow 
So instead we look to the sky  
And lift our hands and we realize, realize 

Cause You are a shooting star 
And we will wait for You to light the sky 
And when it starts to rain 
We’ll wait it out until the clouds break  
And see the light 
  
The rain may feel like pain  
But hope comes with the sun 
The storms will come our way 
But You have overcome 

Cause You are a shooting star 
And we will wait for You to light the sky 
And when it starts to rain 
We’ll wait it out until the clouds break  
And see the light 

Unafraid 
Written by Rob Beckley, Lester Estelle, Noah Henson, Stacy Hogan, Jaran Sorenson, 
Michael “Kalel” Wittig 

this broken rear-view says it all 
the past is more than we recall 
every road we took has led us here 
to a place where our fears disappear 

every mistake that I ever made 
a lesson learned  - but never too late 
don't let your history keep you  
from being who you'll be 

be unafraid  (be unafraid) 
be unafraid (be unafraid) 



just take a look how far we've come 
and we've been luckier than some 
and if you're broken, call on me 
I'll help you make new history. 

time will never change what has been done 
it's only shaped what we've become 
I know it's hard to see sometimes  
but all you need to be 

be unafraid  (be unafraid) 
be unafraid (be unafraid) 
all these scars remind us that we'll always find our way 
be unafraid 

now we're here, we're no longer the same 
we have nothing to prove, or to explain 
we are who we are, and we're not ashamed 
of who we once were, cuz we overcame. 

be unafraid   
be unafraid (be unafraid) 
all these scars remind us that we'll always find our way 
be unafraid 

Paratrooper 
Written by Rob Beckley, Lester Estelle Jr, Noah Henson, Michael “Kalel” Wittig 

Equipment check  We hit the ground runnin 
Clocks synced We know The times coming 
Behind enemy lines Where the fight lies 
Be at the ready Keep your eyes set on the prize 
And realize that the battle that You face now 
Ain't about an enemy you gotta Chase down 
Face down rendezvous You better know now 
that the fights coming to you 
So watchya do now gotta find your platoon 
Cause we'll be waiting at the Rally point ready to move 
Moving with a purpose like there’s something to prove 
No excuse we press on we got work to do 



1,2,3,4 Everybody put your hands in the sky 
1,2,3,4 Stepping into battle with our heads held high 

We’re dropping from the sky like soldiers in the night 
With cover of the light, its do or die 
No soldier left behind together side by side 
And we will face this fight its do or die 

Locked and cocked our weapons at the ready now 
We don’t stop we gotta keep it steady now 
Pressing on with a purpose like there’s nothing to lose 
Don’t stop moving we got something to prove 
This time we know what we’re fighting for 
Like Jimmy Braddock coming back for more 
We know that we’re stronger than we were before 
Got an army at our six here to settle the score 

1,2,3,4 Everybody put your hands in the sky 
1,2,3,4 Stepping into battle with our heads held high 

We’re dropping from the sky like soldiers in the night 
With cover of the light, its do or die 
No soldier left behind together side by side 
And we will face this fight its do or die 

And we will fight 
Dropping from the sky 

We’re dropping from the sky like soldiers in the night 
With cover of the light 
We’re dropping from the sky like soldiers in the night 
With cover of the light, its do or die 
No soldier left behind together side by side 
And we will face this fight its do or die 

Embrace the Chaos 
Written by Rob Beckley, Lester Estelle Jr, Noah Henson, Michael “Kalel” Wittig 

everything around us happens at the speed of life 
keep moving forward there’s no time to back down 



don’t over analyze and maybe we will realize 
tomorrow’s coming but don’t forget right now 

dig in and clench our fist  
and get ready for a fight 
when trouble starts to rise 
just stare it in the eye 
we’ve got to embrace the chaos 
we’ve got to let it go 
this pain thats in control 
grab ahold and embrace the chaos 

Whether you like it or not its coming  
the storm is creeping no room…..for….. fear…... now 
  
our hesitation leads to other fools inhalation  
we’ve got to rest so we can save …..them…..some…….how 

dig in and clench our fist  
and get ready for a fight 
when trouble starts to rise 
just stare it in the eye 
we’ve got to embrace the chaos 
we’ve got to let it go 
this pain thats in control 
grab ahold and embrace the chaos 

Man you don’t get it.  You can’t fight the chaos.  You gotta fight in the chaos! 

get ready for a fight 
when trouble starts to rise 
just stare it in the eye 
we’ve got to embrace the chaos 
we’ve got to let it go 
this pain thats in control 
grab ahold and embrace the chaos 



Lion Leads the Way 
Written by Rob Beckley, Lester Estelle Jr, Noah Henson, Aaron Rice, Michael “Kalel” 
Wittig 

It feels like a fire ragin inside of me 
And I’m feeling like an animal  
stuck in a cage ready to break free 
so pick up and follow me 

I fear no enemy 
Cause the breath  
You breathed in me 

You’ve given me life  
You’ve given me strength 
For all the enemies I face 
I’m not backing down 
I’m standing my ground 
The lion leads the way 

There’s no room for panic inside of me 
I’m steady like a rock 
Rock steady got my back covered from head to feet 

pick up and follow me 

I fear no enemy 
Cause the breath  
You breathed in me 

You’ve given me life  
You’ve given me strength 
For all the enemies I face 
I’m not backing down 
I’m standing my ground 
The lion leads the way 

You’ve given me life  
You’ve given me strength 
For all the enemies I face 



I’m not backing down 
I’m standing my ground 
The lion leads the way 

Never Felt More Alive 
Written by Rob Beckley, Lester Estelle, Noah Henson, Stacy Hogan, Michael “Kalel” 
Wittig 

remember what they told you 
all the lies that they sold you 
change who you are, don't think for yourself 
and if you're different, you're lucky that they can't tell 

guess it took a bit of living 
to be glad for what you're given 
and who wants to be, like everyone else 
and who we are is not for sale 

Stand up - cuz there’s nothing to hide 
tonight's the night - we've never felt more alive - more alive 
live it up - and enjoy the ride 
tonight's the night - we've never felt more alive - more alive 

all the years that I wasted 
wondering how I'm going to make it 
when all that I had, was all that I'd need 
and nothing more was a guarantee 

Just had keep living 
to be glad for what I'm given 
and who wants to be, like everyone else 
and who we are is not for sale 

Stand up - cuz there’s nothing to hide 
tonight's the night - we've never felt more alive, alive 
live it up - and enjoy the ride 
tonight's the night - we've never felt more alive, more alive 

Live like every breath I’m taking 
Is the last one I get 



Live like every step I’m making 
Gets me closer to the end 
Live like every thought I’m thinking 
All the good times I had 
And I’ve never felt more alive 

Stand up - cuz there’s nothing to hide 
tonight's the night - we've never felt more alive, alive 
live it up - and enjoy the ride 
tonight's the night - we've never felt more alive, more alive 

Don’t Cry Forever 
Written by Rob Beckley, Lester Estelle, Noah Henson, Eric Varnell, Michael “Kalel” 
Wittig 
I'm going back, to where it all started  
Watching our memories burn into flames  
We slipped through the cracks, while time kept on ticking But now it's the past, and who cares 
who's to blame 
It's never too late...  
Don't cry forever,  
Cause it's not the end of the story, It's just the beginning And now more than ever, 
We have the chance to begin again, And re-write our history  
We can go back, and change this together  
The moments have passed, but our scars still remain They'll always remain....  
Don't cry forever,  
Cause it's not the end of the story, It's just the beginning And now more than ever, 
We have the chance to begin again, And re-write our history   
Sometimes we'd say, things that would push us to break, But now we've changed, and we'll do 
whatever it takes, This time 
Don't cry forever, it's not the end of the story, it's just the beginning. And now more than 
ever,  
We have the chance to begin again, And re-write our history  
Don't cry forever, (repeat) Don't cry forever it's just the beginning, It's now or never, 
(repeat) It's now or never. , And re-write our history  
I'm going back to where it all started, watching our memories burn into flames.  



BONUS TRACKS 

A Season 

I’m praying that you figure it out right 
Things are all gonna work out some how 
Like a second hand working its way around 
It always comes back 

And I don’t have a reason to lie to you 
It never even crossed my mind to do 
I just want to be there to help you through 
See it to the end 
To see you break through 

Its tearing up my heart 
To watch you fall apart 
This is just a season 

Don’t throw it all away 
Just turn the other way 
I’ll give you just one reason 

You been waiting til you think the time is right 
But there’s something going on inside you mind 
Knowing there’s a moment you must decide 
Will it be Life 

There’s a hope that breaks with the sunrise 
And the day will come when you realize 
There is more to this than just this life  
Don’t waste it crying 
I want to see you break through 

Its tearing up my heart 
To watch you fall apart 
This is just a season 

Don’t throw it all away 
Just turn the other way 
I’ll give you just one reason 



You gotta step up  
You gotta throw down 
You gotta rise up  
And never back down 

You gotta move in  
You gotta  roll out 
You gotta dig in 
And never sell out 

Its tearing up my heart 
To watch you fall apart 
This is just a season 

Don’t throw it all away 
Just turn the other way 
I’ll give you just one reason 

FALL THE FOE 

Hopeless, full of lies 
Useless, loveless of life  
Lying in wait, he’s a deceiver 
The deceiver 
I can feel him closing in on me 

I will not fail 
I will not fall 
I know that I will have it all 
You may bend me 
But you never will break me 

Shameless, full of pride 
Blameless, for giving me life  
I will not wait you’re a deceiver 
A deceiver 
I can hear the lies you’re selling me 

I will not fail 
I will not fall 



I know that I will have it all 
You may bend me 
But you never will break me 


